you discover something you weren’t expecting. 65% of people in Spain don’t speak any English at all. And of the remainder, very few speak it well. What!!? This is going to make getting around tougher than you anticipated. 4 weeks out from your trip, you wish you knew Spanish. The good news is that with a targeted application, like Learn Spanish Like a Native for Beginners, you can pick up the essentials quickly. Here’s a select sample of what you’ll discover in Learn Spanish Like a Native for Beginners, presented in both written and audio format, designed for easy navigation and use during commutes:

- Presented in both written and audio format, designed for easy navigation and use during commutes.
- Dialog drills build your conversational muscles to formulate original responses effortlessly.
- Narrated by a Spanish native speaker so you can pick up the perfect accent with a natural approach to phonetics and sounding out words.
- Complete verb conjugations so you’re set in every circumstance.
- Just-in-Time Expertise - pick and choose subject-based chapters based on upcoming situations and needs.
- Special attention to travel and workplace situations with detailed vocabulary lists and suggestions for effective communication.

Are you ready to pick up Spanish in less than a month and be prepared to use it in every situation that will require it? Then scroll up and click the “Add to Cart” button and let’s start your Spanish journey together!